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The climate wars and “the pause” – are both sides wrong?

Abstract
This paper takes as its starting point the debate surrounding whether global warming after 1998 is a routine
part of a gradual, long‐term trend or whether discontinuities in the temperature record either show the
theory is wrong or that climate risks are overstated. It argues the main scientific defence, though correct, is
scientifically weak and open to criticism because it sidesteps the role of nonlinearity in the warming process.
Additionally, the distinction between short‐ and long‐term trends is subjective and depends on the method
used to create that distinction. The paper applies three areas of the philosophy of science to reconcile the
situation: (1) it uses the structure of scientific research programmes to identify the key core and auxiliary
global warming theory in order to frame a more robust scientific response; (2) it addresses theory
falsification and confirmation to identify spurious arguments aimed at discounting global warming theory
based on dogmatic empiricism and (3) it investigates the potential for severe testing to investigate scientific
hypotheses supporting gradual trend‐like and nonlinear steplike warming: the two simplest models of
change. The results (undertaken in another paper) suggest that each side is both right and wrong. Warming
is largely steplike, caused by interactions between climate change and variability confirming the stepladder–
escalator model, but in a manner consistent with global warming theory. Over many decades, these steps
integrate into a complex trend, so the critics are wrong in their interpretations of what these steps mean.
Communicating complex and simple trends is more theoretically robust than communicating short‐ and
long‐term trends. If climate change follows a nonlinear pathway on decadal timescales, methods for
detection and attribution, decadal prediction, the characterisation of risk and their communication all need
to change. Scientific narratives need to move on from the existing gradualist narrative to those that
addresses complexity and communicate uncertainty more effectively.

Introduction
The website Skeptical Science (2015) has a famous graph titled “How Contrarians View Global Warming”,
where annual global mean surface warming anomalies since 1970 follow a series of horizontal steps, like an
escalator (Figure 1a). Another graph titled “How Realists View Global Warming” has a single, linear trend line
through it (Figure 1b). These two graphs elegantly summarise a major debate in the climate wars. The Realist
view is that long term, surface air temperature follows a trend consistent with the theory of greenhouse‐gas‐
driven climate change, whereas Contrarians argue that deviations from that trend either disprove the theory
or suggest that the risk is less than stated. However, when a rule‐based statistical test developed to detect
multiple step changes (Ricketts, 2015;Ricketts and Jones, 2016) is applied to those records, we get a result
closer to the contrarian one (Figure 1c). Could the two arguments be both right – and wrong?
Skeptical Science (2015) summarise this debate as the contrarian camp “misunderstanding the difference
between the long‐term signal of climate change and the short‐term noise of climate variability.” While many
contrarians clearly use this ‘misunderstanding’ to create doubt and delay, they may have one thing right. Does
atmospheric warming on decadal timescales contain abrupt changes? If so, could those changes be more than
just noise? In that case, both the Contrarian and Realist positions would be partly right – and partly wrong.
Even if Figure 1a may be cherry‐picked, Figure 1c is not and produces a similar outcome. If nonlinear changes
are present in the climate signal, or even in the so‐called noise, omitting them from the record will lead to
climate‐related risk being underdetermined. If risk is underdetermined, adaptation planning may fall short
(Jones et al., 2013).
The focus on Skeptical Science’s framing of what constitutes reasonable and unreasonable evidence for
warming is not intended to be directly critical of them but to reflect a broad consensus held within the
scientific community. Skeptical Science are just very good at communicating this. There are two arguments
being made in this debate. One is that the climate change signal is best represented by the long‐term trend
and short‐term noise deviating from that trend is variability (Risbey, 2015;Skeptical Science,
2015;Lewandowsky et al., 2016). The Contrarians have two main arguments that directly address this point.
One is that if abrupt nonlinear changes like steps are detected in temperature it is not due to greenhouse gas‐
induced forcing, because by definition that is gradual and that other forcing mechanisms are involved
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(Douglass and Knox, 2012;Douglass and Knox, 2015a;Tisdale, 2015). The other is that if the trend component
of warming since 1998 has paused or stopped, then the science is overstated and warming is less risky than
posed (McKitrick, 2015).

Figure 1. How step‐change analysis views global warming compared to how a) contrarians and b) realists view
global warming as argued and illustrated by Skeptical Science (2015), compared with c) the step and trend
analysis based on the method described in Ricketts and Jones (2016). Monthly anomalies from the NASA GISS
mean global warming to 2015 (a, b) and to March 2016 (c). Note that anomalies are 1951–80 in a) and b) and
1880–1899 (pre‐industrial) in c). The time series are also slightly different due to ongoing adjustments to
improve data quality.
Each of these arguments is based on statistical induction, where explanation goes beyond the data to suggest
that if forcing is gradual and trend analysis can be used to explain the warming, then a gradual warming signal
in response to greenhouse gas forcing is a theoretically held position. This position is being argued both pro
and con by both sides, but with qualifications. The Realists argue that long‐term trends are a valid measure of
the climate change signal but that short‐term trends are not. The Contrarians have two bites at the cherry:
maintaining that a low or no trend is evidence of little or no warming and that an abrupt change is evidence of
something else. Suggested alternatives include the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Tisdale, 2015) and
solar influences (Douglass and Knox, 2015a, b), but no mechanism has ever been satisfactorily presented.

Statistical inference
All statistical models imply an underlying process, which can be explicit or implicit (von Storch, 1999;von
Storch and Zwiers, 2001). In the absence of clear theory, a user of a statistical model will intuit a structural
model of how the system works that makes internal sense to them. Benestad (2016) suggests the different
models held by the research community vary widely – this variation has possibly hampered the construction of
a clear scientific narrative for how the atmosphere warms. The Contrarian position is based on inductive
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reasoning that treats linear trends as a proxy for theory: if observed warming does not strictly conform to a
smooth trend, then the theory is either weakened or falsified.
By representing warming as a simple trend, it is unclear how much the Realist response in Figure 1b is
reinforcing this view – most climatologists acknowledge the nonlinearity of the climate system, but the
scientific community‐of‐practice lack a clear narrative as to how this manifests, beyond being random (e.g.,
Solomon et al., 2011;Deser et al., 2012). We consider the short‐ versus long‐term trend argument to be
scientifically weak – there is no objective rationale for deciding between what is short‐term and what is long‐
term. It is a function of the statistical model applied and the question asked. This lack of objectivity is almost
certainly being gamed. While the mainstream scientist wants to correct the record and counter misleading
arguments, the critic is there to create a visible and audible opposition. It is important to the contrarian cause
that that this opposition comes across as a scientific disagreement. This can often be achieved by using some
scientific‐sounding statistics and half‐truths dressed up as common sense. It does not have to be correct and
there is no penalty for the critic if they are shown to be wrong – as long as they live the day to repeat those
claims elsewhere.
This paper draws on the philosophy of science to investigate this debate around trend analysis and to suggest
ways forward for developing a stronger research programme for climate science:
1. It examines the basis for constructing sound scientific argument by describing scientific research
programmes (Lakatos, 1970, 1978) and identifying the key core and auxiliary global warming theory.
2. It unpacks theory falsification and confirmation to identify spurious arguments aimed at discounting
global warming theory based on dogmatic empiricism.
3. It develops a theoretical framework for severe testing (Mayo, 1996, 2005;Mayo and Spanos, 2010,
2011) capable of investigating the alternatives presented in Figure 1. Severe testing applies a
framework for using known theory to bound plausible hypotheses, then develops severe tests using
statistical models capable of selecting a single hypothesis from its alternatives.
A related paper looks at why linear trend analysis is the preferred model for analysing climate, reasons that are
mainly historical and methodological rather than being based on theory (Jones, 2015b). This paper takes that
argument further to develop a testing framework capable of reconciling the linear and nonlinear components
of climate change.

Scientific research programmes
Here we explore what constitutes weak and strong scientific evidence within a scientific research programme
to understand how global warming theory may be confirmed or rejected. It is a prelude to asking “What is the
strongest scientific justification for global warming theory?”
For the interlinked biophysical processes that make up the climate system, the underpinning theory is
complex, taking in different disciplines such as physics, climatology and other earth sciences, chemistry and
biology. Lakatos (1970, 1971) describes a scientific research programme as having core and auxiliary theory.
The core theory underpins the scientific understanding of a process, allowing statements to be made
describing its fundamental behaviour. Auxiliary theory fills in the gaps and links to other areas of theory, but is
not material to conclusions arrived at using core theory. The acceptance of core theory requires multiple lines
of evidence that elevate that theory above its competitors. If there are rival core theories, they must all carry a
degree of plausibility.
Of the core theory, Lakatos (1971) says it has “a conventionally accepted (and thus by provisional decision
'irrefutable') hard core, surrounded by a belt of auxiliary hypotheses”. This addresses the issue of scientific
consensus and is consistent with scientific paradigms (Kuhn, 1970). An up‐to‐date description for a complex
biophysical system would be to have an interlocked network of theories, with a node forming the core theory
for a set of central propositions, and auxiliary theory surrounding that node and linking it with others. Within
earth system science, this network would include nodes for radiative forcing, terrestrial hydrology, convective
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behaviour, and for the carbon cycle on land and in the ocean and so on. Each node would provide core theory
for its central processes and auxiliary theory for other nodes. Some fundamental aspects, especially relating to
the laws of thermodynamics, will contribute to core theory in a number of areas. These could be illustrated
using network diagrams, showing the key nodes connecting with strong and weak links, depending on whether
they are core or ancillary. If the focus of investigation changes, these links will reconfigure onto different core
theory and links. For example, temperature and rainfall are related but investigating the core theory in terms
of how they may respond to a change in external forcing has interrelated but different nodes.
Within a networked system of scientific system of understanding, some areas will be strongly represented by
theory while others are weak. By matching these strengths and weaknesses to the available evidence we can
survey the depth of our understanding of the physical processes within the climate system. This includes
epistemological content – what justifies our knowledge as being scientific? Do we understand it from a
theoretical perspective or has it been constructed by inference from method?
The conclusion from this section is that any scientific controversy needs to be addressed from the perspective
of the core theory, even if that theory is difficult to communicate in a populist environment. Public awareness
of core theory can be developed over time and it establishes a platform of scientific confidence from which
uncertainties in related areas can be more readily addressed.
Scientific research programmes can be evaluated in terms of progressive and degenerating problem‐shifts
Lakatos (1971), so like much of philosophy of science, work best in hindsight (Curd and Cover, 1998;Mayo and
Spanos, 2010). The puzzle solving of normal science as described by Kuhn (1996) will therefore largely
concentrate on auxiliary rather than core theory. Instead of being a revolutionary process as described by
(Kuhn, 1996), most changes in rival progressive and degenerating core theory follow a long, drawn‐out process
between the time a change is first proposed to when it is accepted (Lakatos, 1971;Laudan, 1977;Curd and
Cover, 1998). This is what Lakatos (1971) means by provisionally irrefutable – overturning core theory is a
substantial task, as described below.

Climate change as a scientific research programme
The successive reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and similar programmes
auspiced by bodies such as World Meteorological Organisation and the World Climate Research Programme,
applied to Lakatos’ (1970, 1971) descriptions, serve as a mature scientific research programme. The
understanding of climate change science has been improving over time, as widely documented by IPCC reports
since 1990 (IPCC, 1990, 1996, 2001b, 2007, 2013) and the general science literature (Weart, 2008).
The core theory for the greenhouse effect is as sound as any in the earth sciences, its earliest version
extending back almost 200 years (Weart, 2008;Pierrehumbert, 2011). If greenhouse gases are added to the
atmosphere, the energy balance in the earth system will change, warming the climate. This core understanding
of greenhouse theory is articulated in recent reviews:
1. Radiative transfer theory states that the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere absorb
longwave infrared radiation (LW) making the atmosphere warmer than it would otherwise be (Weart,
2008;Pierrehumbert, 2011). The planet absorbs shortwave radiation (SW) from the sun (amongst a
broad energy spectrum of longwave to cosmic rays) and returns much of it to space as longwave
radiation. Part of the heat transfer process occurs directly in the atmosphere and some is surface heat
re‐radiated into the atmosphere. Some SW radiation is reflected directly back into space by clouds
and surface reflectivity but much of the shortwave absorbed by the surface (and a small amount
within the atmosphere) is emitted as IR. If greenhouse gases increase, absorption and re‐radiation of
IR within the atmosphere ensures that more IR is directed downwards than upwards (Pierrehumbert,
2011;Trenberth, 2011). The limited space for IR absorption within spectral absorption bands of
greenhouse gases also means that as saturation of those bands increases at lower altitudes,
successively higher levels of the atmosphere no longer lose IR to space because they are taking up IR
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2.

from below (Pierrehumbert, 2011). This requires radiation loss to occur higher in the atmosphere and
has a fingerprint distinctly different to any other kind of forcing.
The reduction in the IR flux to space then creates an energy deficit at the top of the atmosphere
(Weart, 2008). This deficit requires the planet to alter its energy flows by warming and modifying
latent and sensible heat fluxes (Trenberth, 2011). Warming occurs through a combination of radiative
and convective transfer, until there is a sufficient capacity for IR loss from the upper atmosphere
sufficient to achieve planetary energy balance (Benestad, 2016). Warming will continue until outward
heat flux from the atmosphere is equalised with energy coming in. Positive feedbacks within the
atmosphere ensure that there is more warming than would be caused by simple ‘black body’
radiation (Stevens and Schwartz, 2012;Benestad, 2016).

The evidence underpinning this understanding is comprehensive. It includes observations measuring radiative
absorption across the infrared spectrum, the energy deficit at the top of the atmosphere, the addition of
energy to the Earth system, vertical and horizontal warming fingerprints and changes in a host of systems
affected by higher temperatures. All attest to a warming planet (IPCC, 2013, 2014b). At one time atmospheric
temperature would have been the key piece of evidence for this, but with the advent of space‐based
observation systems and energy budget measurements, this is no longer the case (Stevens and Schwartz,
2012;von Schuckmann et al., 2016).
There is insufficient room in this paper to take this topic to its full extent but the treatment of theory within
research programs is hugely important and is not treated as systematically as it could be. Climate science
exercises its scientific credentials though the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) which needs
to apply a more rigorous approach to addressing theory as distinct from evidence (Ebi, 2011).

Scientific reasoning and falsification
The two main methods of scientific reasoning are deduction and induction. A deduction, usually a theoretical
statement, has a conclusion based on the logical outcome of specific premises. This was once the ideal for
science, in that science was thought of as deduction based on facts (Lakatos, 1978). Many people, believing a
certain stereotype, still think this is the way science works. Deduction is now recognised as a type of scientific
reasoning that is necessary but insufficient.
Induction is reasoning by inference that can be by analogy, statistical inference (often using probabilities) or
induction to a particular (if all A have been B so far, then the next A will be B), to name three (Curd and Cover,
1998). Abduction, or inference to the best explanation to identify a ‘true’ theory from alternatives is a special
case. It often prefers the simplest explanation as the best (parsimony). All the above methods of reasoning
have been shown to be fallible, so a practical solution is to propose a hypothesis with true and false
conditions, and to use different forms of reasoning to test the robustness and consistency of those conditions,
while avoiding circular or magical thinking.
Contrarian claims are based on an idealised view of the scientific method that is very close to the deductive
ideal above, combined with a simplified Popperian view of falsification, if one ‘fact’ is out of place, the theory
is disproved (Coady and Corry, 2013;Mercer, 2016). The commonly‐made assertion, that a single experiment
(“one item of contrary evidence” (Plimer, 2009, p. 14;Zimmerman, 2009)) can falsify a system of theory (naïve
falsification), is mistaken (Lakatos, 1970). Popper’s name is invariably invoked to support naïve falsification
(e.g., Symmons, 2011), but this misconstrues what he actually argued – the logic of falsification is simple but its
practical application is difficult (Popper, 1992, 2002).
Falsification and confirmation comprise two classes of theory‐statement that test consistency and
inconsistency with a theoretical position (Thornton, 2015). For both falsification and confirmation, the truth
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content should exceed the degree of falsity1. Even then, both theories may be false (Miller, 1974;Tichý, 1974).
Furthermore, a theory is not abandoned until there is a better one to supplant it (Popper, 1992).
The claim that non‐trend‐like atmospheric warming disproves greenhouse theory comes from the proposition
that gradual forcing should produce a like response in atmospheric temperature (Lloyd, 2012). This position is
dogmatic empiricism – the insistence that theory should directly match observations. This claim is combined
with naïve falsification, which contends that if observations do not conform directly to a theoretical
proposition, then a theory is falsified. Put simply, if warming does not conform to a trend, global warming
theory is either false (Carter, 2006;Plimer, 2009) or overstated (Carter et al., 2006;Douglass and Christy,
2009;Singer, 2011). This reasoning is based on the fallacy of dogmatic falsification – that a single ‘anomalous’
observation can disprove a theory.
This argument does not threaten core greenhouse theory. Because observations are theory‐laden (Edwards,
1999;Lloyd, 2012), an observation or experiment needs to be linked to a theoretical proposition (van Fraassen,
2008). The direct linking of linear trends in atmospheric warming to gradual forcing without recourse to an
explanation of cause and effect therefore fails. This reasoning also causes problems for the orthodox position
(Mercer, 2016). Asserting that long‐term trends represent the climate change signal whereas short‐term
trends do not, requires a theoretical basis for making such a distinction. We are unaware of any such
distinction in the literature and believe it to be impossible, following Cohn and Lins (2005) and Koutsoyiannis
(2010). If climate is the combination of quasi‐oscillatory cycles on multiple timescales (years to millennia), the
way these combine may be unpredictable, although they will conform to certain conditions, such as obeying
power laws.
While long‐term trends of 50+ years can safely be identified (e.g., Risbey, 2015), a precise distinction between
what constitutes short and long‐term is unattainable. Empirical studies, such as that by Santer et al. (2011)
who nominate a minimum period for measuring human influence can (unwittingly) lead to those results being
gamed. For example, Santer et al. (2011) identified that at least 17 years in lower tropospheric satellite
observed and simulated temperature were required to identify human influences. However, that finding set an
error bound, not a level of significance. In 2014, 17 years (inclusively) from 1998, these results were widely
misused to suggest a significant threshold if scientific ‘proof’ had failed. For example, the former US
Presidential Republican Party candidate Senator Ted Cruz repeated the “no warming for 17 years” claim, which
then had to be refuted (Santer and Mears, 2015). Because the division between short and long‐term cannot be
closely identified it can therefore always be exploited.
The key experiments using the physics that constitute the core theory as described above show that natural
and anthropogenic forcing produce distinctly different warming pathways over the 20th century (IPCC, 2001b,
Figure SPM2‐5; 2014a, Figure 1.10). Statistical models of how the atmosphere warms do not contribute to this
core theory – rather the confirmation comes through the combination of modelling, radiation deficits at the
top of the atmosphere and the accrual of energy in the Earth system (von Schuckmann et al., 2016). Any one of
Figure 1a, b or c provides the same level of evidence because they analyse the same underlying data. If by this
reasoning Figure 1a cannot be used to invalidate the theory, neither can Figure 1b be used as ‘proof’.
Stronger confirmation of global warming can be obtained from increasing ocean heat content. About 93% of
historically added heat currently resides in the ocean (Roemmich et al., 2015), thirty times that of the
atmosphere. Between 1955 and 2010, the amount of heat added to the atmosphere was about 0.8 x 1022
Joules, compared with the 24.0 x 1022 Joules added to the top 2000 m of the ocean (Levitus et al., 2012). The

1

Here true and false are not considered universal but local, given the best evidence at hand following Roush,
S., 2005: Tracking truth: knowledge, evidence, and science. Clarendon Press, Oxford, 235 pp. This side‐steps
the debates between philosophical realists and non‐realists as to whether a theory is (universally) True or
(locally) true and is intended to frame a point where both realists and non‐realists will agree in order to show
the separation between science and pseudoscience.
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amount of heat added to the atmosphere is roughly equivalent to the below‐ground warming of the land
surface (Beltrami et al., 2015).
Based on philosophical grounds, global warming theory cannot be refuted by any of the following claims:
 Failure of prediction is often invoked to state that climate model projections and observations of
global mean temperature, historic and contemporary, are incompatible. This conflates conditional
scientific prediction with unconditional prediction (Popper, 2002). Recent work shows the opposite is
the case: the more comprehensive the model input and processes, the better they match
observations (IPCC, 2013). Hindcasts with natural and anthropogenic forcing show that the physical
models pass a severe test (IPCC, 2001a, Figure SPM2‐5;2014a, Figure 1.10).
 Failure of the atmosphere to warm at a constant or sufficient rate, as a manifestation of a theoretical
proposition. This is the fallacy of dogmatic falsification (dogmatic empiricism + naïve falsification),
where the results of a statistical analysis are held to represent a theoretical position that can be
falsified by observation.
 Conflation of uncertainty or lack of knowledge with a degree of falsification or empirical failure. Being
uncertain is not the same thing as being wrong and being certain (dogmatically so) is not the same
thing as being right.
 The ‘observations are real’ and ‘models are artificial’ proposition that overlooks the fact that
observations are theory‐laden (Kuhn, 1996) and can only be considered objective within the
appropriate context (Longino, 1990), the same conditions that models operate under.
 Falsification without proposing an alternative hypothesis/theory with its own set of potential verifiers
and falsifiers (Popper, 1992) and justification as to why .
The only negative cases that could threaten global warming theory would either have to show why future
climate would behave differently to our current understanding of how the past has behaved, corroborated by
physical models and observations; or that climate is being affected by drivers we are unaware of (e.g., Sloan
and Wolfendale, 2013). This would need to be supported by a credible experimental program detailing this
different behaviour and how it may play out in future.

Statistical induction and severe testing
The type of reasoning behind Figures 1a–c and similar analyses designed to separate signal from noise is
statistical induction. Mayo and Spanos (2011) advise care in distinguishing between the error statistic and the
probability of confirmation – likelihood tests passing criteria such as p(H0)<0.05 as the error statistic run the
risk of being interpreted as addressing scientific hypotheses with the same level of confidence. A common and
legitimate usage of these two is where error statistics are used to estimate a significant trend, then that trend
is confirmed as an important phenomenon through induction to a particular; e.g., where sufficient members of
an ensemble of climate models meet the same criteria.
Parsimony is used to justify linear trend analysis as the simplest explanation in the light of unresolved
uncertainty (i.e., inference to the best explanation). This practice is criticised on the basis that using parsimony
and likelihood tests to select a structural model are inferior to tests that apply experimental reasoning and
that are statistically adequate for the problem in question (Mayo, 1996;Mayo and Spanos, 2010;Spanos,
2010b). Mayo and Spanos argue that conditions for severe testing should be probative, rather than
probabilistic. If test T has no likelihood of finding flaws in H, then it is not a good test. Mayo (1996) calls this
the fallacy of acceptance: no evidence against the null is interpreted as evidence for it, and evidence against
the null is interpreted as evidence for an alternative.
Inference to the best explanation can be rescued if it passes the test: “no available competing hypothesis
explains a fact as well as H does” (Musgrave, 2010). Mayo (2005) provides criteria for severe testing that is
even stricter: “Data x in test T provide good evidence for inferring H to the extent that hypothesis H has passed
a severe test with x”. This provides a level of rigour beyond the experience that might be brought to bear by an
individual experimentalist’s preferences. The problem with using cognitive values (e.g., parsimony, past
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success) to decide the ‘best’ explanation is that such values are may be historical and methodological rather
than being probative, as has been the case for climate (Jones, 2015b).
Development of criteria for severe testing requires aligning structural models that define the problem in
theoretical terms with experimental and statistical models to be used for testing. Structural models
representing one or more hypotheses are formulated. Statistical models are then selected for their ability to
represent these hypotheses, or aspects of them. To avoid under‐determination or misdiagnosis, the underlying
assumptions of applying data x to H, the (scientific) hypothesis associated with the structural model needs to
be properly aligned with the (statistical) hypothesis attached to the statistical model being used to test it.
This approach eschews the behavioural or mechanical reasoning that suggests a particular action needs to be
taken when a p value reaches a particular threshold. Cox and Mayo (2010) distinguish between probabilistic
and behavioural reasoning where distinguishing between H and not‐H needs to pass a severe test. Gigerenzer
and Marewski (2015) refer to the automatically inferred conclusion based on a p‐value threshold as
mechanical reasoning and are just as critical. Understanding statistical error through p values is important, but
determining how such probabilities should be calculated, and what levels clearly distinguish H from not‐H is
part of the experimental design and learning by experimental error (Mayo, 1996). Doing this requires a clear
understanding between two different types of hypotheses: the scientific (H) and the statistical hypothesis (h),
and linking them through highly probed, rather than highly probable, testing (Mayo, 2005).
The failure to adequately distinguish between scientific and statistical hypotheses within an environment of
severe testing has fuelled much of the science wars. This failure comes from both sides of the debate, where
the mechanical use of p values is used to support or debunk a particular proposition. For example, Mercer
(2016) describes how both pro and con arguments utilise simplified versions of Popper’s philosophy to justify
their positions, often on the back of a statistical test.
In this light, the hindcasts of natural and anthropogenic drivers and their effect on global warming of the 20th
century described in the previous section, provide an example of severe testing because they examine both H
and ‐H. In the one example in the literature, Katzav (2013) asks whether the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report
(IPCC, 2007) statement that most of the post‐1950 warming is due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing
(high confidence >90%; Hegerl et al., 2007), passes a severe test and decides it does not. That conclusion
draws on the above experiment (but not solely). We disagree with this conclusion for several reasons.
Katzav (2013) based his assessment on trend analysis, classifying any deviation from the simple trend as
climate variability and thus noise, speculating whether it could be >50% of the total measured warming. He
also lists variables not included in the climate model experiments (e.g., cosmic rays, land‐use,
biogeochemistry) as potential contributors to not‐H, but does not test those assertions. For example, he cites
Semenov et al. (2010) who assess the influence of North Atlantic–Arctic decadal variability on northern
hemisphere surface temperatures, yet Semenov et al. (2010) cite Hegerl et al. (2007) to support their study. He
also dismisses the energy balance argument too readily. This invalidates Mayo’s (1996) requirement that both
H and not‐H be highly probed. Katzav’s (2013) challenge cannot be resolved by simple inference, it needs to be
severely tested, so he fails to show that Hegerl et al.’s (2007) confidence level of highly likely is misplaced.
The trend model in Figure 1b itself that Katzav (2013) relies upon has not been severely tested. Using error
measures and goodness‐of‐fit statistics no one statistical model dominates, and several are plausible (Seidel
and Lanzante, 2004;Menne, 2006;Trenberth, 2015). Trend analysis is actually the weakest of these statistical
models because trend significance is the key measure – gradual behaviour is not an explicit measure of the test
so is only implied. Slingo (2013) emphasises that no single statistical model allows the identification of a true
model and that it would require clear identification of the physics involved to do so.
For Figure 1b, mental models supporting gradual warming would require a model of in‐situ atmospheric
warming supplemented by the gradual release of heat from the ocean, obscured by climate variability. We
know of no theory that directly supports this model, so assume it is largely empirical or is the historical legacy
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of simple models justified by parsimony (Jones, 2015b). Such models have played an important pedagogical
role in understanding and explaining warming (e.g., Benestad, 2016) so are tightly linked to cognitive values
(Jones, 2015b).

Theoretical considerations
The climate of the ocean‐atmosphere system is largely a combination of two physical subsystems that have
different core theory and so exhibit different behaviour. The first is the radiative system in the atmosphere,
where radiative conversions to other forms of energy such as infrared are considered to be additive (Ozawa et
al., 2003). The second is the thermodynamic system in the atmosphere and ocean, which is characterised by
turbulent flow, where heat energy is converted into potential energy, the source for kinetic energy. Internally,
the climate system is always out of equilibrium, so this kinetic energy transports heat from the equator to the
poles. Based on work by Lorenz (1963, 1975), Hasselmann (1976, 1979) and others (Palmer, 1993,
1998;Palmer, 1999;Ozawa et al., 2003;Lucarini et al., 2010;Lucarini and Ragone, 2011), these processes are
understood to be fundamentally nonlinear.
Ozawa et al. (2003) argue that the background radiative down‐conversion of energy from solar to terrestrial
temperatures is essentially a linear process, which is independent of the process of entropy production related
to nonlinear turbulence. This argument has strong implications for how heat energy is produced and
distributed within the climate system. Ozawa et al. (2003) view the radiation system as an energy source, but
see the turbulent dissipation of that energy as entropic. As such, it would be entrained within the quasi‐
oscillatory (Lorenzian) modes of what is considered natural climate variability, perhaps modifying that
variability in the process, moving the most amount of energy with the least amount of work.
If we accept this argument, then a small addition of energy to the climate system will increase disequilibrium
between the surface and the top of atmosphere and also the equator and the poles, leading to increased heat
transport in turbulent media – the ocean and the atmosphere – both horizontally and vertically. Heat
production through the trapping of heat by greenhouse gases would therefore be linear and its transport
within the climate system, nonlinear.
Lorenz (1975) identified two kinds of predictability that can be linked to these processes:
 The first is due to changing boundary conditions with fixed initial conditions and is associated with
long‐term (multi‐decadal to centennial) climate predictability (Lorenz, 1975;Hasselmann, 2002;Collins
et al., 2011), and;
 The second is due to initial conditions with fixed boundary conditions and is associated with weather
and shorter term (interannual to decadal) climate predictability (Meehl et al., 2013).
The first process will be quasi‐linear in line with changing radiative forcing defining the boundary conditions,
unless a singularity occurs, resulting in an abrupt positive or negative feedback (e.g., ice sheet collapse). The
second kind of predictability is related to entropy, where the ocean‐atmosphere system acts as a large heat
pump, transferring moist static energy into work through irreversible processes. Heat is transferred from the
equator to the poles via both the atmosphere and ocean, which exhibits self‐organised criticality (Ozawa et al.,
2003). Climate will seek a stationary state until such time as energy stipulates that another state can transport
energy poleward and skyward more efficiently – this can be thought as when one state becomes unlikely (or
approaches critical limits), it will transform into another that is more stable (Tsonis and Swanson, 2011;Tsonis
and Swanson, 2012).
Metastable and quasi‐periodic climate regimes, punctuated by rapid changes on timescales ranging from
decades to millennia, are typical aspects of the climate system. Decadal scale oscillators that behave in this
way include the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)/Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) and the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Mantua et al., 1997;Hare and Mantua, 2000;Mantua and Hare, 2002;Newman
et al., 2003;Enfield and Cid‐Serrano, 2006;Zhang and Delworth, 2007). The mechanisms behind some of these
shifts are beginning to be understood. Linked to an abrupt shift between El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
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regimes in 1978, O'Kane et al. (2014) show that fast (weather) and slow build‐ups of density anomalies
combine to disrupt the thermocline in the equatorial Pacific. This is linked to a contemporaneous step change
in global temperature (Jones and Ricketts, 2015).
Step changes in global warming have been deemed implausible because the year‐to‐year changes in radiative
forcing are too small to contribute to such large changes (e.g., Cahill et al., 2015). However, this view overlooks
ocean‐atmosphere interactions. The dominance of recently accumulated heat stored in the ocean with respect
to the atmosphere (a 30:1 ratio), means that a substantial redistribution of heat in the shallow ocean
associated with a regime change could easily be transmitted to the atmosphere. The amounts of heat energy
required would only be small part of the annual ocean‐to‐atmosphere heat flux. The added heat fluxes due to
anthropogenic greenhouse gases are around 1% of the annual total flux (IPCC, 2001b).
Adopting an energy‐balance approach, as a proportion of energy measured at the top of the atmosphere over
the annual cycle that is absorbed within the earth system almost all is taken up by the oceans; storage on land
is negligible (Fasullo and Trenberth, 2008b, a). From this stored energy, the ocean to land flux is substantial –
much of which is transported as atmospheric moisture (Fasullo and Trenberth, 2008a). The land can heat
substantially but will cool just as readily. This creates a straightforward either/or for radiative forcing. If the
heat trapped by increased forcing is absorbed as part of the normal seasonal energy flux into the oceans, it will
combine with processes that govern climate variability. If it remains separate as added heat in the
atmosphere, it needs to be considered as an exception to the above process and a reason for that exception
needs to be identified.
A number of model studies show increases in warming over land are due to warming in the oceans and
subsequent transport of heat over land rather than through direct radiative forcing (Compo and Sardeshmukh,
2009;Lambert et al., 2011;Geoffroy et al., 2015). If ocean warming due to radiative forcing is compared to
direct increases in sea surface temperature, the warming over land is little different (Dommenget, 2009). This
ocean–land effect is much greater than the land–ocean effect, where increasing temperature over land has
little effect on the ocean (Dommenget, 2009;Lambert et al., 2011). The oceans are estimated to contribute 80–
90% of the warming on land in one estimate (Dommenget, 2009) with horizontal energy transport contributing
70% in another (Geoffroy et al., 2015). Uncoupling transport between land and ocean leads to little warming
for either, showing it is the coupled relationship between the two that is important (Lambert et al., 2011).
If ocean surface warming is gradual, the land response will be gradual, but if warming arises out of nonlinear
interactions between the ocean and atmosphere (involving land as per the coupled transport process above)
nonlinear warming on land would follow almost immediately, perhaps driven by the processes described by
Reid and Beaugrand (2012). Under this hypothesis, decadal climate regime change arising out of ocean‐
atmosphere interactions is capable of producing step changes in mean sea surface temperature.
Consequently, these step changes could be transmitted to adjacent continental areas and/or though
teleconnections. The atmosphere has no heat storage memory but the ocean does. If the added heat energy
trapped by anthropogenic greenhouse gases follows the same path as natural heat energy trapped by
naturally occurring greenhouse gases, the interaction of external forcing with internal variability is a logical
result.

Warming hypotheses
Since the introduction into climatology of theory describing non‐linear behaviour (Lorenz, 1963;Hasselmann,
1976), two separate paths of research have emerged. A theory‐dominated path investigates nonlinear
behaviour in the climate system through theory, analysis of model behaviour and the statistical analysis of
break points and regime changes in observational data. A largely method‐driven path covers the analysis of
model and observational data and its use in detection and attribution, forecasting and projection.
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These investigations have produced two main hypotheses that describe the interactions between climate
change and variability over decadal timescales (Corti et al., 1999;Hasselmann, 2002;Branstator and Selten,
2009):
H1. Externally‐forced climate change and internally‐generated natural variability change independently of
each other.
H2. They interact, where patterns of the response project principally onto modes of climate variability
(Corti et al., 1999) or form a two‐way relationship (Branstator and Selten, 2009).
These hypotheses suggest different structural and statistical models. H1 maps onto the statistical model
shown in Figure 1b. If decadal regimes were also to be considered to be moderating the rate of external
warming; i.e., via gradual release of heat from the ocean, faster and slower rates of release may combine with
a gradual rate of atmospheric warming to produce a segmented trend. H2 would entail some form of nonlinear
signal over decadal timescales, where warming interacts with processes governing decadal regimes, perhaps
steps, steps and trends, segmented trends or a combination of these.
In the literature, the theory and method‐driven paths are largely addressed separately (Jones, 2015b). The
method‐driven path giving rise to H1 dominates how climate information is analysed and communicated. This
informs the gradualist narrative of adaptation, which leads to adaptation planning focusing on a gradually
changing mean climate punctuated by random shocks due to climate variability (Jones et al., 2013). When
theory is discussed, however, the possibility that climate change and variability may interact is also considered
plausible (Branstator and Selten, 2009;Solomon et al., 2011;Kirtman et al., 2013).
The two hypotheses, H1 and H2, imply at least two different structural models. Theoretical understanding of
the underlying processes can be used to set up structural models for severe testing using statistical
hypotheses.
For H1, close adherence to a warming trend implies that gradual warming occurs in the atmosphere. If so, this
must occur via either of the following two processes (1, 2) or a combination (3):
1. Radiatively‐forced warming occurs in the atmosphere and the heat generated is retained there (in situ
warming). Statistically, this would manifest as gradually increasing temperatures, especially over land.
It would also imply a trend in lower troposphere satellite temperatures as the whole airmass warms.
2. Most of the heat generated by added greenhouse gas forcing goes into the ocean and is re‐released
gradually into the atmosphere. Again, this would imply trend‐like warming, especially over the
oceans, with the land following suit, but with some variation if decadal changes in shallow and deep‐
ocean mixing of heat are taken into account. Discussions in the literature are not clear as to whether
the oceanic component would be due to varied take‐up or release of heat from the ocean, but most
discussions imply release as do simple models (Raper et al., 2001;Wigley, 2008).
3. If both 1 and 2 are operating, then the warming rate in the atmospheric component would be
monotonic (proportional to forcing) and the contribution from the ocean governed by interannual
and decadal variability. This would be best represented by a segmented trend if decadal‐scale deep
and shallow ocean mixing of heat is a key factor.
In situ atmospheric warming would require gradual trend‐like behaviour to be observed at regional to global
scales. If heat is taken up then emitted gradually from the ocean, segmented trends could be produced if the
rate of release is modified by alternating periods of deep, normal and shallow ocean mixing. Given the large
thermal mass of the ocean, and the relatively small amounts of warming required to heat the atmosphere
(Fasullo and Trenberth, 2008a), relatively small regions of release may be possible (i.e., as occurs during El
Niño episodes). If gradual warming is a mix of in situ warming and ocean release, then combinations of trend
and segmented trend would be possible. This is the dominant paradigm, but generally not stated clearly as
such in the literature – it is received wisdom and explained as “this is the way things are”.
For H2, interactions between change and variability on decadal timescales could see change interacting with
decadal regimes with step‐like responses as in Figure 1c. A plausible mechanism is that the ocean absorbs
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most of the heat generated in the atmosphere with minimal heat remaining in situ as described above. The
ocean absorbs heat until it becomes unstable, and acting like a heat pump, releases some of this as part of a
regime shift.
The main areas of core science discussed earlier reflect the trapping of heat by greenhouse gases on the one
hand, and its measurement as a temperature change on the other – positive feedbacks are part of the
temperature response. What is not known is what happens to the heat between the time it is trapped in the
atmosphere and measured as a temperature response (Figure 2). The presence of step changes in climate
model temperature output suggests nonlinear behaviour, but none of the diagnostic tools currently in use
assess this type of behaviour, preferring to linearise the output in order to study it. Measures like effective
forcing that factor in net ocean heat uptake do not consider the physical process explicitly, but assess net
uptake as a factor of the surface temperature anomaly (e.g., Winton et al., 2010). In this vein, Held (2005)
discusses the need to need to close the gap between simulation and understanding in climate modelling,
nominating nonlinear behaviour as a particular area of concern.

Figure 2: Infographic cartoon showing two areas of core theory where there is high scientific consensus
questioning the process that takes place in between the time that heat is trapped in the atmosphere and when
it is detected as warming.
If the atmosphere is unable to store heat on its own, temperature change will depend on the supply of energy
from an active store, all other things being equal (i.e., solar inputs, cloud behaviour, land surface
characteristics), which is the ocean (land is a passive, low‐exchange store). Stable regimes being maintained
during periods of increased forcing would imply the added heat is entering the ocean. Raper et al. (2002) show
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that models with larger transient warming have a higher ocean heat uptake. Winton et al. (2010) show this
process also happens under transient warming, heat uptake increasing with temperature over time.
We posit that there are two types of regime change distinguished by the relationship between entropy sources
and sinks. One type maintains the overall energy balance at roughly the same level, but reorganises the major
pathways that energy takes between source and sink when regional inequilibria become critical. This type of
regime change is that typically observed with the reorganisation of decadal oscillations such as the PDO or IPO
in a stable climate. An example is the late 1940s shift in the PDO/IPO, which is associated with a change
between drought‐ and flood‐dominated regimes in eastern Australia (Warner, 1995), which registers as a step
change in rainfall (Vivès and Jones, 2005). However, the relationship between maximum temperature (Tmax)
and rainfall (P), correlated variables in the region that serve as a crude measure of the regional latent and
sensible heat balance, does not change. As P goes up, Tmax goes down, so the overall energy balance is
maintained (Nicholls et al., 2004). Key correlated variables within the system undergo a shift but the
relationship remains statistically stationary (Jones, 2012).
The second type is in response to external forcing that pushes the system out of equilibrium (positive) or
relaxes it (negative). In this case, the system will either increase or decrease the rate at which it transports
energy horizontally and vertically. An externally‐forced regime shift would involve positive/negative step
changes in sea surface and air temperatures coinciding with identifiable changes in ocean‐atmosphere regimes
as seen in ordinary regime change. With respect to attribution, correlated variables on adjacent landmasses
reflecting sensible‐latent heat energy balance such as Tmax/P and Tmin/Tmax, will see the first variable
undergo a step change with respect to the second variable, denoting a non‐stationary change in the
relationship because of added warming/cooling. Consistent with the modelling studies in the previous section
step changes in sea surface temperatures accompanying regime change would spread to the land surface
within one to two years.
In this model, the ocean behaves homeostatically. Under positive forcing it will absorb increasing amounts of
heat, but surface temperatures will remain stable until a critical state is achieved. A regime shift to a warmer
state occurs, releasing heat into the atmosphere as it does so. Over the short‐term, the warming process
would be stochastic and over the long‐term, quasi‐linear, producing a complex trend. Negative forcing from
aerosols, volcanoes or solar minima would delay regime shifts, or if large enough, produce downward steps in
temperature.
It is generally understood that the atmosphere does not distinguish between natural and anthropogenic CO2
when trapping heat, so it is not clear why the heat that is trapped would separate into natural and
anthropogenic components and not become entrained in the normal processes governing climate variability.
The next section looks at answering this question by using severe testing to distinguish between trend‐like and
step‐like change on decadal timescales.

Severe testing
Understanding how the climate warms over decadal timescales is an inverse, ill‐posed mathematical problem,
similar to that for borehole (Şerban and Jacobsen, 2001) or satellite (Aires et al., 2001) temperatures, but is
generally not considered as such. Atmospheric temperature is influenced by processes that are the product of
external forcing and internal variability subject to some undetermined delay. Global mean temperature is also
the integration of regional signals, so is spatially complex. Understanding the nature of these responses on
multiple scales is important for characterising climate risk.
A hypothesis H passes a severe test T with data x if (Mayo and Spanos, 2010):
1. x agrees with H and,
2. with very high probability, test T would have produced a result that accords less well with H than does
x, if H were false or incorrect.
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Here, we consider the substantive null of model adequacy approach described by Mayo and Cox (2010) –
specific results are used to provide theoretical evidence that can relate statistical tests with a scientific null H0.
Rather than H and H0, rival hypotheses H1 and H2 are represented by statistically distinct models. This requires
developing structural models representing scientific hypotheses H1 and H2, as detailed in the previous section.
Statistical tests and hypotheses (h1, h2) then need to be developed from the structural models. The latter are
subject to Type I and Type II errors. Sometimes such errors are used to justify scientific hypotheses but
because one is a statistical error and the other is probative, they should be kept distinct (Spanos, 2010a).
Scientific hypotheses need to be examined closely in order to identify the probative conditions required to be
built into one or more statistical tests for severe testing. These are then subject to error‐based statistical
testing to ensure that both H and ‐H and h and ‐h have sound and testable bases:
 H1 hypothesis – The climate signal is gradual and follows a (probably monotonic) trend and variability
is noise. Non‐linear changes in climate data are due to internal climate variability and are random. The
hypothesis is confirmed once a trend is judged as significant.
 H1 null hypothesis – a trend has not emerged from the variability.
 H2 hypothesis – externally forced and internally generated climate processes interact with each other
producing a nonlinear climate signal on decadal timescales.
 H2 null hypothesis – the climate signal is gradual and any nonlinearity is of internal origin (H1).
This two‐by‐two structure is asymmetric and points to the fact that H1 has never really been severely tested –
the usual H1 null hypothesis tests whether a trend has emerged beyond a given level of significance. Given
that trend analysis in itself cannot confirm whether a trend is simple or complex, other tests, such as change‐
point analysis are needed to identify whether nonlinear behaviour is present.
Change points in climate data are increasingly being located by a variety of different techniques (Rodionov,
2005;Reeves et al., 2007;Overland et al., 2008;Beaulieu et al., 2012;Fischer et al., 2012;Jones, 2012;Ruggieri,
2013;Cahill et al., 2015). The challenge for severe testing is to create tests that can distinguish between H1, ‐
H1, H2 and ‐H2 with sufficient confidence to select one over the other. As emphasised by Mayo and Spanos
(2010), likelihood criteria based on goodness of fit alone are unlikely to be sufficient to make a clear
distinction. For example, for the quarterly anomalies of the timeseries shown in Figure 1c, the residual sum of
squares from the linear trend, steps and step and trend models are 2.6, 2.4 and 2.1, respectively. These
differences are insufficient to distinguish between H1 and H2, if H1 is represented by a trend (htrend) and H2 by
steps (hstep).
Six tests have been developed to analyse steplike behaviour and severely test step‐ and trend‐like structures in
temperature data:
1. Stratified analysis of change points: the timing and distribution of change points and their relationship
with known regime changes and with each other. Change points aligning with known nonlinear
processes indicate a causal link.
2. Identification of similar patterns of steps between observations and physical models indicates a
physically coherent origin, rather than random stochasticity.
3. Using internal trends and shifts (steps minus internal trends) to estimate the gradual and rapid
warming components in a record, and testing each of these against criteria such as total warming and
equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) in observations and models separately.
4. Tests to diagnose stationarity – using a simple linear inverse model to measure the emergence of an
anomalous signal from the background noise of variability, and whether it is gradual or steplike.
5. Testing of other variables including rainfall, sea surface temperatures, sea level rise, and air pressure,
to see whether they undergo similar changes.
6. Statistical models applied to test underlying step‐ and trend‐like structures in the data.
We have applied these tests in another paper (Jones and Ricketts, 2016) and conclude that the step model
outperforms the trend model such that pH2>>pH1 (see Box 1). Building on the core theory and gaps shown in
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Figure 2, we speculate that the additional warming produced by human‐induced greenhouse gases are
routinely absorbed into the ocean and well mixed, producing no appreciable warming at the surface. Growing
instability due to accumulating heat eventually leads to a critical point being reached and regime change
occurs, causing step changes in sea surface temperatures and the release of appreciable amounts of heat into
the atmosphere causing step‐like warming. This store and release mechanism could then be seen as behaving
like a heat engine, under external forcing undergoing a series of step‐like changes that conform to a long‐term
complex trend (Jones and Ricketts, 2016).

Box 1. Results of severe testing of htrend (H1) and hstep (H2) summarised from Jones and Ricketts (2016)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Stratified analysis of change points
 Global and regional analyses of steps show a highly coherent pattern of change points.
 Shifts dominate total historical warming when internal trends between steps are subtracted.
 Step‐like warming in the latter 20th century aligns with known changes in decadal regimes.
 Analysis of steps, internal trends and shifts in observations attributes higher proportions of
warming to shifts at zonal scales (up to 100%), moving to lower proportions at the global scale.
 This effect is larger in the mid‐latitude regions and with sea surface temperature.
 Surface and satellite temperatures undergo contemporaneous shifts at the global scale.
Similar patterns of change in observations and physical models
 Correlations between step change frequency in the observed 45‐member group of global and
regional data and the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model runs analysed (1880–2005), are 0.32 and 0.34,
rising to 0.78 after 2050 if six events (1963/64, 1968–70, 1976/77, 1979/80, 1987/88 and 1996–
98) are grouped and other years analysed individually.
 Fifty‐eight members of a 107‐member model ensemble (CMIP5 RCP4.5) show a step change in
1996–98.
Nonlinear components of warming carry more of the signal than linear components
 Steps and shifts and internal trends show r2 values of 0.87, 0.43 and 0.13, respectively, with
simulated historical warming 1861–2005 in a 107‐member ensemble (CMIP5 RCP4.5).
 Steps and shifts and internal trends show r2 values of 0.96, 0.54 and 0.59, respectively, with
simulated total warming 2006–2095 (CMIP5 RCP4.5). For ECS, the r2 values are 0.65, 0.52 and
0.18, respectively.
Stationary and non‐stationary periods are separated by step changes
 In three regions on three continents tested, and six climate model runs for SE Australia, the
separation between stationarity and non‐stationarity is steplike not gradual.
Other variables show similar step changes
 Step changes exhibiting similar timing have been shown for tide gauge observations, rainfall,
ocean heat content, forest fire danger index and a range of other climate variables.
The best representations of underlying step‐ and trend‐like structures in the data.
 For observations and selected model data the simple step‐ladder model performs substantially
better than the trend model for goodness of fit, residual sum of squares, cumulative residuals,
cumulative residuals squared, White’s test for heteroscedasticity, and moving 40‐year windows of
autocorrelation and White’s tests.

Discussion
As the mainstay of statistical climatology, trend analysis and related methods have been extremely successful
as measured by the cognitive values of accuracy, consistency, scope, simplicity and fruitfulness (c.f., Kuhn,
1977). Trend analysis’ supporting scientific values date back to the scientific enlightenment, starting off as
cosmological values (order, balance and reason), these values over time becoming cognitive values (Jones,
2015b). Despite the advent of nonlinear theory and the recognition that climate is a complex system,
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climatology has retained the classical statistical model of trend analysis, applying it within a signal‐to‐noise
structure. By not adapting this model to account for complex system behaviour, climatology is overlooking a
range of key phenomena intrinsic to understanding how the climate system works, as is the case for
economics (Spanos, 2010a;Arthur, 2015).
Contrarian claims about global warming having stopped or slowed are largely based on the inference that the
use of simple trends serve as a theoretical statement about how the climate changes. The science community
has been loath to challenge this framing directly because they lack a solid evidence‐based narrative to counter
it. The argument that the atmosphere carries roughly 3% of the total added heat so is only a small part of total
global warming is often made and though correct, is easily side‐stepped. Surface temperature is the most
visible of climate variables and the simplest to analyse, so will be the focus of any attacks on the underlying
theory.
The Realist response as articulated by Skeptical Science (2015), is that long‐term trends are relevant but
shorter‐term fluctuations are not (Risbey, 2015;Lewandowsky et al., 2016). This justification is scientifically
weak because the separation of what is short‐term from long‐term has no theoretical underpinning and
cannot be clearly defined due to the complex nature of the underlying data (Koutsoyiannis, 2010). Empirical
measures using error‐based probabilities from simple trend analysis in the form of pH0<0.05 are limited by the
statistical assumptions of the method used.
A number of critics are aware of this point (McKitrick, 2014;Legates et al., 2015), which also has wide support
within the hydrometeorological literature (Cohn and Lins, 2005;Koutsoyiannis, 2010). Step changes described
within the conventional scientific literature are generally attributed to climate variability (e.g., Tsonis and
Swanson, 2012), although it remains an open question (Meehl et al., 2009;Solomon et al., 2011;Chikamoto et
al., 2012). A growing number of studies are describing such events as contributing directly to the change
process (Hope et al., 2010;Reid and Beaugrand, 2012;Belolipetsky, 2014;Bartsev et al., 2016). This is especially
true for hydrometeorological studies, which have a higher expectation of nonlinear response than
temperature‐based studies. Some critics continue to frame global warming theory as being synonymous with
gradual warming, arguing that if nonlinear change is present it must have a different cause (e.g., Douglass and
Knox, 2015a;Gervais, 2016).
The criticisms in this paper are not anti‐trend. Trend analysis is the major tool in the climatologist’s toolbox
and will remain so. However, a much more robust way of analysing and communicating trends is to separate
them into simple and complex trends. Complex trends are theoretically robust and simple trends a statistical
tool. The proposition that radiatively forced climate will adhere to a complex trend over long (50+ years)
timescales, has both theoretical credibility and is preferable for the characterisation of risk. Simple trend
analysis will remain as a widespread and useful tool but should not be seen as representing a theoretical
position, because it is only one part of a more complex process.
Any focus on atmospheric temperature needs to be addressed with precision. Atmospheric temperature is a
key variable for the detection and attribution of change, but as we have emphasised above, is not an
important contributor to core theory. However, it is a key determinant of climate‐related risk. For that reason,
its prominence will continue as will criticism of the associated science. However, each aspect of theory,
detection and attribution, forecasting and characterisation of risk should be dealt with separately, using fit‐for‐
purpose methods and tools (Jones, 2015a). These different aspects need to be recognised internally by the
science community and these differences communicated more broadly. Atmospheric temperature is critical for
determining risk, but not for addressing core climate theory. Simple trends are inadequate for both.
With respect to theory, stronger options for defending climate science can be based on communicating the
core theory, identifying claims that violate philosophy of science principles and severely testing hypotheses
that bridge key gaps in knowledge. Although these points are more complex to communicate than simple
statistics, such a strategy could address the following issues:
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The core science is addressed directly rather than responding directly to external claims that have
little or no scientific basis in themselves; i.e., work from a position of strength.
It focuses on sound scientific practice underpinned by philosophical principles; e.g., core theory,
passing severe tests, justified evidence. This is a useful pedagogical tool for teaching science.
Failing to directly engage with nonlinearities by waving them away as random fluctuations and thus
allowing them to continue to be used to challenge theory is a poor strategy.
The use of simple and complex trends as a terminology instead of short‐ and long‐term trends is more
theoretically robust.
Linear trend statistics, though important for understanding long‐term change processes, do not offer
a direct defence for the core theory of global warming. They are a tool.
Theoretical understanding is separated from methodological issues affecting detection, attribution,
forecasting and risk, allowing each to be dealt with in a fit‐for‐purpose manner (Jones, 2015a).

A significant unknown is what happens to the additional heat energy due to anthropogenic greenhouse gases
between the time it is trapped and is measured as warming (Figure 2). This is a known unknown that sits
between two well‐understood aspects of core theory. How much of that warming is diffuse (gradual), how
much is entrained into quasi‐periodic oscillations and what processes govern the delay? This paper puts
forward a partial explanation for what the process may be. Although openly admitting to this ignorance would
invite an immediate response from climate’s critics about “what else doesn’t climate science know?”, the core
theory is extremely robust, and therefore a clear defence exists.

Conclusions
The title of the paper asks whether both sides arguing the so‐called pause, are wrong. The paper shows that in
some ways they are, and either side is correct in other ways, though not equally so. As documented here and
in Jones and Ricketts (2016), step‐like changes are being detected in a wide range of climate and climate‐
related variables. Their attribution to random climate variability on the one hand and to non‐greenhouse gas
external drivers on the other both support H1, the first explicitly and the second implicitly. There is a small
body of scientific opinion supporting the construct in Figure 1c, where interactions between change and
variability produce a nonlinear signal on decadal timescales, integrating into a long‐term complex trend. This
supports H2, as do the conclusions of Jones and Ricketts (2016) who apply the severe testing methodology
outlined above.
If H2 is true, Skeptical Science’s Realists are correct in their defence of the underpinning science but incorrect
in the characterisation of the underlying signal as gradual. This underdetermines risk. They are also incorrect in
their rejection of step changes as being noise and not contributing to the signal. The Contrarians may have
detected some step‐like changes in warming data but are incorrect in their assertion that it challenges the
theory in any way, or leads to a downgrading of future risk. If H2 is true, most of the existing climate theory
remains intact but has the potential to become better integrated by reconciling the linear and nonlinear
responses to change. However, methods for detection and attribution, the characterisation of risk and what is
communicated would need to change, because they are strongly based on H1. Scientific narratives would also
need to change from the existing gradualist narrative to one that addresses complexity and communicates
uncertainty more effectively.
How the climate warms on decadal timescales is too important an issue to be caught up in the climate wars
and fought over using simple statistical inferences. Here, we have tried to provide a philosophically‐sound
defence for climate science, while exploring how to reconcile externally‐forced change and internally‐
generated variability using severe testing.
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